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摘要

磁化测量表明，在烧结Bi川 Pbo. 34 Srl. 1I6 Caz CU30，超导块材样品中

存在两种不同类型的晶粒间边界 z 一种晶粒间边界对磁通线几乎没

有钉扎力 p 而另一种则在低场范围内能捕获一些磁通线，并在此处维

持一定的钉扎电流。当外加磁场减小到零时，大部分剩余磁矩都来源

于晶粒边界。经过冷压后的样品在低场下的磁滞回线面积和剩余磁

矩都显著地增加。冷压使得晶粒取向并使样品致密，从而导致样品中

超导颗粒间的精合增强.在 77 K 零场和 1 kOe时，冷压样品的传输临

界电流密度 J< 分别为 1040 A/cm 2 和 150 A/em 2 0 讨论了冷压样品沿

晶粒间业界的磁通蠕动以及钉扎势仇。
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AB盯RACT

The magnetization measurement "hows 伽at there are two kinds of different inter

grain boundaries in the sintered Bi l . 1 Pbu. Sr,.., Ca2 Cu30 , superconductors. One has

n回rly no pinning force for flux line. the other 臼n trap 副ne flux line in the low field

range where a pinning current may be sustained. WheJ'l the applied field is removed ,

m西t of the remanent magnetization comes from the intergrain boundari也 The ar四 of

hysteresis I∞p at low field and the remanent magnetization for the cold- pressed bulk

samples are significantly increased. Cold prl臼sing results in aligning the grain orienta

tion and raising the 阳eking density , both of which enhan臼d intergrain coupling. The

J e value of 1040 A/cm2 at H =0 and 150 A/cm2 at H =1 kOc are obtained o The flux

creep along the intergrain boundaries and the pinning potential en::rgy lIo fl,; r the cold

pr铺sed 皿mples are alωdiscu回d.
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INTRODUCTION

oxide super∞InductOrs. whαse transiti∞ temperature Tc 's are well abo-Ie 由e liq

uid-nitr唱:en. are very inter，自ting materials from a practi臼I point of view. Despite

町lanyeff(削S，由e tra鸣)Ort critical current density J c in conventi∞al sintered Bi-Pb-Sr

臼-Cu-O materials is still low臂，∞Iy about 300 A/cm2at 77 K[']. The small J c value

originat，臼 from two factors: one is weak ωupling between grains; the other is thermally

activated flux moJlion in magnetic field owing to no strong pinning centers. Recently

much improved J c valu臼 were attained by aligning the grain orientation and increasing

the 阳cking density[2.3]，臼pceially in the oriented Bi-based tape by the powder-in-tube

method[··5J. The J c obtained was about 10· A/αn2 in zero field at 77 K. However ,
small pinning potential energy Uoinfluen臼5 performance of the cold working tape in the

magnetic field.

In this paper we report the bulk Bi-Pb-Sr-Ca-Cu-O 坦mpl臼 pre阳red by cold press

ing method with the critical current density of 1010 A/cm2at 77 K and investigate the

effect of vcUex pinning character of grain boundari臼 on the transport J. for the sam

pi臼 before and after the cold pressing. Furthermore the flux creep behavior along the

intergrain boundaries and lIoare also presented.

1 EXPERIMENTATION

The appropriate proportions of the analytically pure powders of BizOJ , PbO,

SrC03,CaCOJ and CuO were dissolved in nitric acid with the cation ration of Bi :Pb:Sr

:CaICu=]. 8:0. 31:}' 86:2.0:3. O. Thc 田lution was stirred and heated until it bc

臼mc dry to form a solid. Thc nitrates were then co-decomp创cd at 800'C for morc

than 30 mins. The powder thus prepared was ground , mixed and pressed into pellets ,
then sintered at 8 Jj S......8 :JS"C in air for more than 50 h and slowly c∞led down to r∞m

temperature. X-ray diffraction patterns exhibit that it is difficult to attain the pure 107

K single phase in the Bi-Pb-Sr-Ca-Cu-O 回mples ground and sintered repeatedly after

more than three times. It is generally agreed that a bit of solidication phase exisl'i in

high- Te superconducting phase owing to the crystallization in the range where partial

melting occurs under the sintcring temperature[61• The disc-shaped pellcts(sample A )

with a diameter of 13 mm and thicknes.'iCs of O. 3~ J mm after the formation of nearly

pure 107 K phase have a typical weak-link characteristic and the .Ie is about 300 A/cm2
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at 77 K. The sintercd pellets were PI'岱sec.l again (lOI MPa). heated at 830 'C for 10 h

and slowly c∞led down to r∞m temperature in order to improve c∞n配tivity between

arams. The cold-pressed pe1lets(sample B) have higher volume density (5.6 g/cml ) in

∞m阳rison with the sintercd pellets(5. 2 gfeml ).

The pellets were cut into rectangular shape. The standard f，ωr-probe techniql后

W踊 used for the 时iii臼leuπent density m四surement (criterion 1μvfern). The d. c.

magnetizations were m甜sured by a ballistic galvaometer and the applied magnetic field

was parallel to 由e long lens曲。f 坦mples.

2 RFSUL1'$ AND DI~汇VSSION

The X-ray diffr"cli∞ patterns for the surfa~ polished to half of the initial thick

ness along the disc axis for the samples A and B are shown in Fig. 1 (n , b) with the

Miller indices above the peaks corresponding to the high- T. phase Bi2Sr2Ca2CuJO,0+.

grains by 阳eudotetragonal lattice a = O. 51 nm and (" = 3. 71 nm. The intensity of the

(001) diffraction peaks is very strong in Fig. 1(时. revealing that the 皿mple B has a

well-developed oriented structure with the c - axis perpendicular to disc plane. While

grains of the high- T. phase in the 回mple A are near random distribution. Here was

evaluated by the following relation(7)

I'" =1 一( 1 (1 15)/1 (0010»/( 10 (1 15)//0 (0010»

Where 1 and 10 denote the X-ray intensities of the 且mple A(or D) and the 皿mplc with

no oriented structure , respectively. The measured Jr' value is O. 57 for the samplc !\ and

O. 93 for the sample B. It is therefore concluded that the bulk sample B prepared by

cold pressing and sintering at 830"C has the strong orientation of the c axis.

Fig. 2(solid line) shows the magneti7.ation curve of the sample A At 11 K in lcrO

field cooled (zfc) processes. When the applied field ( 11 ) is increased from zero to

about 8 De [IDe主(l 000/1n) Aim] , the magnetization is linearly increa时. which

can be attributed to the diamagnetic shielding effect caused by weak-link network. The

flux jump takes place as the field continues to rise and then the magnetization curve is

onCe again of linearity from 15 oe to 10 Oe, which reflects the diamagnetic effect of SlI

perconducting grains. SO the lower criti臼I field of bulk granular superconductor( II, )
and superconducting grain ( lIel ) are 臼timated to be about 8 臼 and 10 De , which

have been discu岱ed elsewhere川. In the range of H from 15 De to 70 oc the magnetiza

tion , -1nM 二 [d(-1πM }/dll 于 /I +2.8 ，但n be denoted quantitatively. It is notc

worthy that there is a constant -1πM (2. 8 G) adding to that of the Mei黯ner flux expu-
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sion of supcrconducting grains. The -4nM' r田ults from the flux pinning of the grain

boundaries. In an altern回 to investigate the macr臼C叩i臼I pr句lerty of intergrain bound

ari臼 we have carefully measured the remanent magneti7.ation V$. magnetic field in vari

ωs constant temperature by applying the field and removing it step by 剑叩. As expcct

ed. the remanent magnetization curves of vari创后 temperatureshave similar由a庐. but

the magnitude of them is gradually red田eel with increasing temperat田e. Here only the

curve 曲tained at 77 K is shown in Fig. 2 (由tted line). the remanent 町Jilgnetization

M睛臼n not be observed below H. and 51旧rply rises from H. to 15 oe indicating that the

flux ~ trapped by the inductive current oppc;用tc to shielding current when removing the

external field. then holds a constant (2. 8 G) (1G主 10- 'T) corrc:s归nding to -.j n.tl 'un

til Hel • Finally. The curve is expected to be slightly raised for the pinning property of

superconducting grains.

The magnetization curve and the remanent magnetization of the sample B. shown

in Fig. 3. differ from thαit: of the sample A. The initial magnetization. which depcn由

on the property of intergrain coupling , rises quickly and approaches to the maximum

value at 10 Oe. The ar四 of hyster臼is I∞p at low field is signifi臼ntly increascd by

aligning the grain orientation and raising the 阳cking density. both of which improved

intergrain coupling. The remanent magnetization M,,'e has gone up nearly three timt.;.;

over that in Fig. 2 and i且 obscrvl-d to go through a maximum value with increasing ap

plied field. then slightly reduced up to 20000巳 These results suggest that stron萨r flux

pinning exiSl'; in the cold-pressed 旧mple although a fraction of pinning centers at grain

boundaries is broken down by the higher applied field. Fig. '1 shows applied field depcn

dence of remanent magnetizations for the 损mpl四 A and Bat 77 K in field-c∞Icd(fc)

procC5.'iCs. It is known that both 回mpl四 have 回me nominal composition amI similar

heat tr回tment conditions ωthat the supcrconducting grains pos.o;cs.o; semblable nature.

Therefore the difference of two curves in Fig. " represents two different characteristics

of intergrain boundari臼. On thl' other hand. we notice th;t M "e is smaller than M "'e in

the sample B. This implies that a part of the pinning centers at intergrain boundaries in

fc praceωlose pinning force which can be rccovered in 7.fc procc肌

In fact. lhere arc two kinds of different intergrain boundaries for flux pinning in

回mples A and B. The firsl kind of intergrain boundari



3帽句刷刷) juncli∞. whi曲 may be quenched by the 幌alt field 扭曲at tM crilical ωr

rent density J c of sample A ra阪dly 命c:rea:町$ with the appl险d field as shown in FiS. 5

《ωI'Ve a). The键阳剖:t Itil剖:t of interarain boundaries句n 国P 抽me flux wMn flux !nO

lion oc目turs 缸ld 由e Loren lZ for回 is nc民 sufficient to drive the flux out of these pinnins

sites at 由e inteqrain boundar陆 which rr植y maintain a 酬nnina current at 77 K. The

behavior is partly similar to IMt of intcrsrain bωz咀aries in the Y-Ba-Cu-O thin tape

under hi庐 maanetic field at 4.2 K[·]. It is cl幅r that me国 of interyain boundar阳 in

sample B belongs to the 挺棚ld one metiωled above and permits to pass higt比r supercur

rent at the rallle of low mqnetic field as a result of aliBllina the Ifain orientation and

improvement of wok-link nature be仰自n arains. The trans阳>l't J. of sample B ill 77 K

is about 10..0 A/cm2in zero field and 150 A/cm' at 1 k臼 wilh the applied field pc-rpen

dicular to 由e pressed surface. as 曲。wn in Fig. S(curve b). The further impruveJMnl

of J c is in prOBrem.

We have investigated the decay of magnetization M ( 1)- :)1(1) with I唱.arilhmic

time at 77 K and various constant field. Since the total flux in the 揭mple 8 would be:

expec能d to chanse Iq阳ithmically wi由 time as shown in type I superconduclor: I 町. In

Fia. 6. magnetization de臼ys within 20 min aim幅t linearly with the logarithm of limc.

Inl • indicating that this de臼y of lhe magnctization is 臼U贸db，.· the flux creep at the in

terarain boundaries. FiS. 7 shows Ihat lhe relaxalion rate increa指s with magnetic field.

reach回 a maximum value near 200 oc and lhen slows down. The phenomenun can be:

interpretted according to a thermally activated flux creC'p model. which is similar to

that given by Y. Yeshurun ct al[IIJ. The pinning potential energy FoUl) can be cvalll

ated in terms of Ander臼n flux creep model['2.13]. For the sample B. lhc)· are 89. 5fi

and 13 meV corr回归nding to lhe ap~ilcd field II = 100 , 200 and 500 伐. respeclive

Iy. The (10 value of lhe cold-p~白皮d sample is still small from lhe vicw of lhe praclical

U霄， which means that stronger ~'inning centers need to be further introduced into both

inter-and inlragrains.

In conclusion , the effect of vorlex pinning character of intergrain boundaries on

the transporl .I. is 0民erved for the bulk Bi-Pb-Sr-Ca-Cu咱O 回mples before and aflcr lhe

cold prc!i.c;ing. The results exhibit that cold pr四sing lead,; to aligning thc grain orienlll

tion and raising the 阳eking density. both of which enhanced intergrain coupling lind im

proved the connectivity between grains.
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